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"RASPLAV" PACKAGE.

Package for investigation of post-accident's moving and

heating processes of fuel remainders has been based on numerical

models developed for investigation of laser ra-diation and ir.aterial

interaction in wide range of parameters: from those characteristic

of laser engineering up to those which in laser thermoni clear

synthesis are investigated. In current package the following

physical processes are realized:

1. The unsteady heat conduction in one, two and three

dimensions due to space nonuniform and temperature depending

therraal conductivities and volume heat sources. Phase transitions

of melting and evaporation are taken into account at that.

2. The moving of free-flowing bulk materials in phase melted,

mixing of fuel in phase melted due to dissolving and advection,

heat advection, evaporation of active splinters at fuel heating

with following condensation (adsorption) at cooling.

3. Two-dimensional unsteady hydrodynamics of incompressible

fluid with self-consistent heat transfer due to heat conduction

and advection.

Concentrations procedure. which allows to carry out

calculations of complex fluids of one or two liquids with

separation surface marked in Cartesian or cylindrical reference

frame on irregular computational mesh is used for solution of

equations of incompressible fluid moving. The solution procedure

is presented in detail in [ 1 ] . The presence of codes which are

describing heat and hydrodynamic processes in self-consistent way

allows to test codes simplifyed in which hydrodynamic processes

are taken into account phenomanologioal.ly (e.g. by moving of heat



source algorithms, efficient constants of advectional thermal

conductivities etc.)

The problem of fuel fragment moving in tank of phase melted

has been by numerical hydrodynamic procedure considered. It has

been shown that characteristic hydrodynainic times are much lesser

than those of heat processes.

It allows in more simple heat model to carry out the calculations

of fuel sinking in liquid and solid (free-flowing) state through

continuum.

Within the scope of heat model the moving of free-flowing bulk

materials has been simulated by sinking of heat source on the

bottom of phase melted with conservation of volume and power

density. Processes of mixing have been simulated by distribution

of volume heat source in phase melted.

Efficient heat advection which occurs at high temperatures

(higher than T fuel melting) has been described by efficient heat

conduction K eff. As far as boiling and discharge of vapor upward

is concerned those phenomena by alloying of negative source to

heat conduction equation are described quite well. The negative

source is becoming substantial at T >= T boiling.

For numerical solution of heat conduction equation the

procedure based on method of heat biases factorized [2,3] has been

used. This procedure allows to carry out the efficient numerical

simulation of sinking of fuel processes within the scope of heat

model. It should be stressed that the opportunity for efficient

vectorizing of task solution algorithm exists. For taking the real

change of heat discharge by fission splinters vs time into account

the code "ISTOCHNIK" has been developed.

Unlike STCP now within "RASPLAV" package the subroutines for

calculations of thermal and physicochemical constants of

materials, materials melted and mixtures in temperature range

required are lacking. They are the input data for package

"RASPLAV".

In severe accidents at nuclear power plants with WWR type

reactor heating and melting of active zone could occur. After

evaporation of water and sinking of active zone on the bottom of

reactor vessel the heating and gradual "eating through" of reactor



vessel begin due to melting.

The numerical simulation of reactor vessel melting after

falling down of active zone on the bottom of reactor has been

carryed out. The aim of those calculations was to define the

possibility of keeping of active zone reminders after sinking on

the bottom of reactor vessel.

The analysis which has been carryed out shows:

- the thickness of reactor vessel melting is equal to 1 sm

for no entrainment of nuclides and equal to 3 sm for entrainment

of 50% of nuclides (for heat discharge) for all cases of heat

removal from outer surface of reactor vessel.

- the flooding of fuel and construction by water after

falling down of active zone not effect substantially on process of

melting of reactor vessel. It can lead even to the increasing of

melting speed due to decreasing of heat flux from phase melted

surface through scum of oxides.

Also the simulation of interaction between active zone

reminders and concrete has been carryed out. Firs of all we wanted

to evaluate the sensitivity of different parameters of interaction

(e.g. the velocity of melting) for parameters involved in

interaction model.

The results of theoretical analysis and calculations which

have been carryed out by "RASPLAV" package one can summarize in

following way:

1. The increasing of concrete heat leads to proportional

decreasing of melting velocity.

2. Heat conduction model of heat transfer from fuel melted to

concrete and radiation model of heat transfer give velocities of

melting approximately two times differ (radiation is higher). The

question of choosing of these models is not solved yet.

3. The dissolving of uranium dioxide in SiO2 and CaO leads to

decreasing of density of heat released layer. At decreasing of

fuel density lesser than density of iron melted it's rising to the

surface occurs. Heat released layer has been separated from

concrete by iron melted layer, what leads to decreasing of melting

velocity in 2-4 times.

4. In two-dimensional models which fuel dissolving in oxides



involve the radial expanding of fuel layer leads to efficient

decreasing of melting velocity.

5. In conservative estimations one should proceed from models

without dissolving consideration.
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